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Introduction

Recent research has focused increasingly on the good language learner

1975; Neiman, FrOhlioh, & Stern, 1975; %ache, 1977: Rosenfeld,

1976; Bialystok & FAhlich, 1977a, 1977bs Cohen & Robbins, 1976; Cohen,

1977). More and more the emphaele is on identifying nuccesafUilaarning

strategies -- strategies that could actually be taught to language learners

to help them maximize the benefits of formal language instruction. It

is not vry.clearqhich behaviors actually promote success. Learners

themeelvesmay.not pay conscious attention to what they do, In order to

identity strategies, therefore, we must focus our attention on basic aspects

of the languago learning process and also on the interaction between

the learner and the teacher.

This study set out to investigate some,ofthe basic thingn khat

language learners do, such as learning vocabulary, participating orally

in class, organizing their notebooks, and-taking tests, with the intent

of identifying and describing strategies thaf "sanity" the learning

process -- i.e., strategies that make learning more effortless. Onecifically,

we sought answers to the following questiorms

1. How do students learn now second4angigge vocabulary? If: they

make associations, what kinds and how altecesafal are thi associations

over time?

2. at can we learn about second-language learning from the way

that students organize their notebooks and study for tests?

3. What insights about good and bad communicative strategies

in the classroom can be gained from empirical **nervation ,coupled with .

verification by the students thaw:elves?

1$. *at strategies do students usein taking seoond-language tests?
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The subjects were nineteen. native English-speaking students on a

junior year abroad program from the United States to Israel. They were

taking an intensive Hebrew program for two months at the Jacob Hiatt

Institute of'Brandeis University; in Jerusaltorfollowed by a field

dsporience, and then continued Hebrew,. less intensively. During the

period of instruction, the learners lived together within the Institute

or in nonvbAnpariMents. Daring the intensive Hebrew phase, students

received four hours of formal classroom instruction each day, four times

a week, supplemented by a series of lectures in Hebrew on various topics.

The students were divided into three levels of proficiency: beginners

(H=9), intermediate students (N=6), and advanced students (N=4). Daring

the less intensive phase, the students received duo hours of Hebrew

per week; and the rest of their courses such as sociology, political

science, etc., were conducted in English.

A screening questionnaire was devised in order to obtain pre-instruction

profiles.-The instrument was designed and piloted beforehand, with an

idealised good-language- learner profile in mind. The questionnaire

.asked for the total number of languages that the student had studied,

type of exposure to each, and ability, in the different skills. Students

were-also asked about their female:id informal exposure to Hebrew \'

before the summer course, and were asked to rate themselves in diffpreat

areas. The students also rated themselves in English vocabulary and

grammar. students were asked to indicate how they classify a new language

with respect to vocabulary and grammar. Pinkly, the students were requested

to check off (from a list provided) the strategies that they might use

when they did not.knowa particular wotd in the target language.

This screening device was administered at the start of instruction,:.
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in July, 1977,. on a group basis (see Appendix for a copy of the quesiionnairs).

On the basis of the questionnaire, the following_ eneral information

.was learned about the subjects. Most of them had been exposes to'etwo

or more languages aside from English. All but three had'had exposure

to Hebrew,' and a fun fourteen bad studied French (a popular language

on the 0.3. East Coast, where these students came from). Of thou who

bad studied Hebrew, most had studied' it for from four to six years. One

had studied it for sixteen years. Hors than half bad studied rather

inteneively4i.e., more than once a week)... 'rho grades that they received

in Hebrew school classes in the U.S. were high, most reportings"A"s, while

they generally described their mastery of Hebrew.granuaar as "poor" and

the extent of their vocabulary as limited." Waert asked about their

facility at learning grammar rules and vocabulary in other languages

that they had been exposed to, most rated themselves as "fair* or

"good" (see Table 0. - ..

W© were also interested in how they would rate these areas in their

native language. Yost rated themselves is excellent,. but three indicated

they 'were only fair at learning grammar rules, and one reported being

fair at learning vocabulary.

The students generally rated their skins in Hebrew as lower than

in other foreign languages, in all four akin areas -- understanding

a corzveraation, e4aging in a conversation, reading a magazine, and

writing a composition (see Table 1, .#10),

Students as a group reported learning grammar more by maldng up

their own rules and making lists of errors than by using resource -grammar

books. They reported using textbook ruled the least:- frequently of all

(ace Table 1, #11). They reported' learning vocabulary moat fregunntly

by synonym groups, then by parts et speech, then by cognates, and

0 0
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Table 1

Summary Data from Language Background Questionnaire (N=19)

1. Number:of .languages exposed to:

I. 1

2 .... 9
3- 8
4 ... .1

3. Length of Hebrew studs:

-1, year 3
1-3 years 4
4-6 years 8
10-16 year 4

5. Overall grade in Hebrews
M.

9
..... 4

C 2

7. Extent of vocabulary in Hebrews
N

good 3
'fair 1.

limited 13

9.. Learning of vocabulary
in Engli %h in other languages

excellent 12 good 9-'
good 6 fair 7
fair 1 poor 3

0

.4

2. languages exposed tos
N

. Hebrew 16 Latin
French 14- German
Spanish . 6 Classical
Yiddish 6 -Greek

4. Interihity of stuslys

H
Cnce a week 7
several times/week 8
evory dal 1

IL

6. &eters of grammar in Robley:
N

good . 3
fair . 2
poor 12

8. Learning grammar rules

.in English

excellent 9
IL

good --. 7
fair ik'

2

1

in other :languages_

good 7
fair 9

3 poor 3
. ;

10. Rating of Language Valls (good -3, fairm21 poorilt nolemO)s
Understand Engago in. Bead

t .
Conversation , Chlrersation Magazine

Hebrew . .
. ..

Mean (N=19) 1.21 . 1.10 .63

. S.D. .25 1.05 .83

Ohhor languages
Mean .2.15

S.D. .85.

1.76 1:69
1.00. 1.0?

. -

II. Learning grammar bys (all the timml, sometimes=29 rare1703.
TeItbook rule RocourcesrOamar Making up

books own rules
Mean 3.63 . 3.05 2.21

S.D. .50
,.

.91 .92

Wits;
Composition

1.12

1.39
..es

neverm4)

Making lists
of errors
2.21 0

.79



Tablo 2 (contdi) -
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12. Learning vocabularyWo (all Act timed, sometimos=2,' 21Pe1Y=3, never4)
Topic Groups Farts of Spoech Cognates Wn0Arlis

Mean 3.21 2.68 2.74 2.58

S.D. ".71 .88 .93 4 ..69 ,

13. Communicative strategy when
Coin word Describe

precisely
Mean 2.11 2.63

O

don't know words
Describe Use general

loosely term
3.05 2.95

Gesture

3.26

.88 .96 .70 .70 .81

(all the tiammit'sometimds=2, rarely -3, ueirer=4)

0
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least often by tego groups (Table 1; #12). When in the middle of a

conversation, they, did not know the word to use, they reported themselves

most likely to.coin a word, then to describe the word precisely, then

to use a general term, then to describe the word loosen', and then to

use a gesture (Table 1, #131 also see language Baokground Questionnaire,

Appendix). .1

Since answers to each of the four research questions were pursued

through what'ismounted to four separate mini-studies, each will be reported

in turn in its entirety i.e., procedures, findings, and discussion,

in the following order; vocabulary learning, notebook organisation

andatudyfortests, classroom observation of communicative stiategies

with student verifications and test-taking strategies.

I. Learning Vocabulary in a Second Language

esearchers are increasingly interested in the relationship between

,general research on memory and memory in learning a Second language.

Stevick (1976),for example, devotes considerable attention to a review

of the memory literature and its rotation to verbal Weinory in second-language

learning. Cook (1977) also devotes attentidn to this area. If research
.

on learning second- language vocabulary can be oharacterised, then it

can be characterized as refleCtinronit-shot.studies rather than longitudinal

ones, and often "involving experimental tasks not usually part of -.

regular clasiroom activities 104., Henning, 1973! Cook, 1977). When

learning by association is introduced, then the types of associations

are restrioted -- association io other words in the target language through

.pound or meaning (Henning,' 1973) or association by topid'group (Cook, 19n).%

Reseaichers have investigated inconolusively various conditions for

8
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vocabu3ary learning, such as thnough context, or through lists (0ershman, 1970,

Johnson, 197?), and at least one investigator b4s specifically suggested

.that learning be investigated over time (Gorahlian, 1970).

Studies on the good language leartuwwhich hive Focabular7 learning as

onc. component may refer to word assodaions as a good thing. Per exampikt,

WeaChe (1977) suggests that le'arneis."exiloit the kcAsociational possibilities.

of now material both through:conscious association making and meaningful

practice in the s000nd language' (p. 19).

Mattis felt was needed was,longituitnal research on second language

vocabuliry learning, based on a realistic clastroom activity (e.g., gloising

in the native language new words appearing ;in a text). WI also .wanted to

open up the researchto,the total array of posiible associations that the .

learner might make. We also were interested in injecting the 'element of 7

review or what Briscoe (1977) refers'to as "post-evaluation. practisie,",1 " .

Since part of long-term learning consists of re-learning matei-ial that

is recycled. . ' of
With these interests in mind, in .July, .1977, we undertook a preliminary

pilot investigation of learning through word association among seveelearners

of Hebrew as aaecend language at the Jewish Theological Seminary's summer

course in Jerusalem. This longitudinal study,was conducted over 40 days.

We found that words. learned. through association were generally retained,

as indicated by performance on a-series of three recall "sks. Rirthermore,

students produc9d a number of types of associations,

With the experience from this initial study, ,,we then set out to

investigate the topic in greater depth and over a longer time frame.

b We subdivided the basic research question regarding vocabu1aiy learning and
0

the uge of association into tho following specific questions*

9
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kiten asked to learn new vocabulary from a written text'in class, what do students

do? Do students make'associational If so, what kinds? 'How successful

are these assoeiations over time? Does student profioiencYaffeot

success? Are there differences in types of associations across class levels?

Does degree of contact out of class have any erect on words learned through

association? Of what benefit are associations which are supplied by

teachers? To what extent does seeing new vocabulary in context help in

the recall of these words'(as opposed to encountering these words in lists)?

bat is the relationship between success at vocabulary learning

and the friquency of use of various communicative strategies when the

learner lacks the appropriate word?

Procedures
.,

Seventeen of the studontb (9 boginners, 6 intermediates, and 2

advanced) took part in this study and were given seven different tasks,

spanning.approximately 100 days (Jul 27-November 4, 1970. The' following

is a listing of tasks by apprOximate.day. The actual day varied slightly

by group level. Note that students Were given feedback on their answers

and had time to review prior to starting Tiisie #3 and. #4.

Thsk IL 1st dayOriainal Texts The learners were given a passage

in Hebrew to read, according to their level of proficiencyAbegiening4

intermediate, or advanced, respectivelOt They were told to underline

words that they did not know, botlas the teacher read the passage out

loud 'and then as they raid it over to themselves. Then the teacher pro-

videl an English gloss for each word that they had underlined. The stu.

dents were then given class time to learn these words and were asked

to write in the margin'what, if any,,learning aid they had used to

learn aIword, i.e., association with the 'tincture of the word, association

with anothdr word in Hebrew or with a word in English, and so.on.

O .10
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Text with Persc.na.rstozed Und.erlini .ss: The learnerss
were given the same teat with the voids ..that Bach learner did not know .

underlined, but lacking the glosses tetiat..thei had written in. They were

asked to supply these glosses..,
. .

Task k 5th day Personalized Ward Wits ?The learners were giyen
. -.. - 's*

an opportunity to review corrections'on
.,

'their glosses, and then were given
. .

a personalized list of the lords that they had underlined -, 1ut thisivtime.

out of context.
t., s , .

° Task #4., 7th dilY Common- tiord_gt:s The lairgurs first got feredback >
f

-... ,i 1

. as to dorrect glosses for their personaliied listrlend then they were given
s,. . y .44-r'''`-e

I ie list. of ten words of demean difficult,' to the malOility'bf.thed.r 5roup. . ..
.... 0,. . . . e ':. j ,*, .. It . r .1 d t

They .ware asked t6 sultply gi6e;seit. ..-i .J . . .
..4.,

,.. A . t P .' .1

1 * : , 41
.

Task tIi l'cin.U,la ..a es" A. new paitiage was prepst.red; 'in
. .

which care was taken so that the general diffioulty level would be the ..
. ... .

. saa3,and so that the common words would appear, in the same Torn as in ... .

the original passage but in a different order. ,Students were asked to
ae t ..

-
sappy 4&19eses and to indicate the!' frequency. with which they had been

..,.

.

in contact with the word since they had encountered it,n this text

("no contact," "some contact," or frequent contact").

Task #6, 90th 'day Personalized Word Lists The learners received

the same indinidualized word list as in Task #3, for which they were to

supply English equivalents. They were .also asked to indicate the

frequency with which. they had beend.n contact with the word ("no

oontact," "some," or "frequent").

lisk 100th day Original Text with Individualized sic s elate s

The learnerswere given the original text from Task #1, this time with

their indivfdualized words deleted and with British glosses written over

Re
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it the deletions The learners were now asked to supply the missing words

in Hebrew. Thus, this last_ task marked a departure from the pfevious

tasks in that tio'w the students had to provide a Hebrew glosis for the

English word, however, the original nebrew context was pro;ided. The

reason fer this task was to provide a check for two .

vocabulary learning (LI *, 12 and 12 $ L1). A °learner's favoring of.

one direction (egst L1 4 L2) could affect his ability to comprehend or

produce the desired word in the second language.

Findings,

Iqsmost instances, students simply tried memorizing the words that

they did not know. As an aid to memory, some students rewrote the Hebrew

wqrd-on the bottom of the page along withthe English gloss.1 The nUmber

oil words that students requested glosses. for (in Task #1) ranged from
.

11 to O. The mean percentage of oorrect glosses across all tasks was

75%. Another wards, in 3/4 of the cases, students Were retaining

new vocabulary words, over time, whetter through straight memorization

or through the use of associations.
'c

Six °tithe nine beginners reported associations that they used, five

of-the intermediates* and both, advanced students. It is likely that

.sah asset some of theassOciationt made ,were a. result of our specific.

request that they 'record any associations that they made. ly.was perhaps

surprising that ovenwith only 13 students reporting associations, we

still .tallied.ap miany.

it most be remembered

as eleven afferent types pf associations. And

that these were only those associations that students

. ,
made when given a specific classroom task i.e., associations for Words

.
glossed in a text. In other words, if Istudente wire learning words- in

conversation, out of olass,- there .coule be other deleroo4tions.as

1-. In the mini -study On organization of io netobeeic and studying for tests,"
several students° spaei,fically noted' that they had to write down a word .

in order to learn it.
4
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such as by touch, amen, tasto, tone of voice, identification with a person,

with an wont, and ;JO forth.
II.

1

The following are the categories of associations that 'appeareds° .

1. Associati Hebrew words tb English words with a similar sound;

e.g., me. inahe- 'he hurrios to "haro," 2assuia, to move' to "enooze," imunim

to-"ammunition."

2. 'Associating part of a word to an English word by sound and meaning,

-and the other perts to a Hebrew word by sound- and, meaning; e.g., benatasim

'meanwhile' bon to klys. 'between' and to to "time."

Assooiating sound and ',meaning to an English phraso; e.g.,. benatayia,

to "been a long time."

It. Associating Hebrew words with other Hebriw words by sound; e.g.,'

teava \amyl to teem 'leave,' rerov istreots to sax li ?Amoy 'streets

light' to or 'light.''
5.: Aisoolating Hebrew _words, to proper' names; o.g., maXET10 'camp'

a.

to mine (the stroet that the Jacob Hiatt Institute was on),"

6. Aisociating to another language through meaning; e.g. 'inside'

to tuchus (Yiddish for 'backside').
a. a

7. Associating by structure; e.g., 7.ifner 'before' to dm 'somotimes,'

eLds: 'order' to ;ender *to order.'

8. Assooiating by ono or more letters; e.g., inasait 'truck' by 523,

in that vehic3os often begin with tail in Hebrew; mamine 'camp' by the

. picture of [icj, (n) in HebrAbecause it looks like a shelter; beomtea

'in the middle' by the Hebrew (J in the middle.

9. Assooiatire with a trequontly-seen sign; e.g., ;aateor 'to stop'

with the sign at,sor 'stop' in busses.

10. Assooiating with the place 4n the tort where the word appeared.

11. Associating by making a mental 0.4.4.-ure of the word;/

1. In tho preliminary pilot study with Jewish Theological Seminary students: .

13 at toast two othor types of asseciationa appeared i.e., assooiating a Hobrew
word to an acronym in the first language (e.g., 'Ali 'horizon' to 0.P.E,C.) and
as000iatin: a word with a .orson's 'ram (me.: 11.11.' with Aphbk).
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After charting so.manY associations, we then,were'curious to know

which of these types of associations were actually successful in the

sense that the learner was able' to provide a correct gloss in-Egnlieh

on'alLthe tasks in which, the word appeared. We wore, of course, -making

certain inferences ham namely that retention over time was due to the
.

initial association.

How successful are these differint association pa tterins? And. did

freqiency of contact with the words out of class pa4:a difference?

The followisik is not an exhaustive discussion efthe associations made

by the'thirteen students who reported associatieng4tImt rather consists

of illustrative examples from five of the students -- a beginner and

four intermediate-level students, in that orders

1. After learning unmans 'camp' through the [xl looking like

O

a shelter, a student, got it wrong in Task fl, the text with personalized

underlintngs. But thol.it was correct In the three subsequent tasks in

which it appeared, twice in list form and oncwin a passage. .She reported

no contact :with the word out of case;
2. A" student'who made association to 'the in vehicles sot masait,

'truck' correct three times, once in text and twice in-listfore6 and

then wrong the last time' t appeared in a teat, when she had .to supply

the Hobrow.for the English gloss. In this last trial, we note that

the source of her associatlion had been removed, i.e., the Hebrew

O This student had two completely succeseul associations over time, while

reporting no contact with either word out of class: association by,sound

within Hebrew (rumor 'street light( to or 'light' ), correct all four

times that it appeared, twice in text and twice in lists and association

to Enilish and Hebrew sound and meanie,, (benatayim 'meanwhile' to boy .

'between' and "time"). She also made a structural association for megik.

14
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he arrives,' which was glossed wrong twice (both in lista) and then glossed

correctly in text twice and in list once. In this instance, the learner

reported some contact'with the word out of class.

3. A student who associated beemtea. 'in the middle' with the Lid in

the middle of the word, got this word correct in all tasks in which it

,appeared (three times in text, twice'in lists). She reported "some"

contactwith this word out of class. "f

4. A Oartictilarly weak student got the four words that he made associations

for correct in all tasks in which they appeared. He reported frequent

contact with the first throe and no contact with the fourth. His associations

were .aatsor to stop' to the sign on the bus,10mx 'stop,' association

by sound from Hebrew to English (me her be hurries' to "hare), association

of a word with a picture (nixnas 'enters' to a picture of "going in "),
. ,

and ye iva,'maating' with the Yiddish Iewhiva.

5. As a final case, a student made several structural associations,

4

bps of which was successful in producing the correct gloss all four times

that it appeared, although she reported "6contact" with the word out

of cants (rogiv 'meeting' to la %evet 'to sit down9, and the' other reflected

inconsistent results (mehanesia 'from the trip'"to Alneoa to travel') -- i.e.,

incorrect in text, then correct in list, then'incorrect in list.

If general conclusions can bu drawn from these results, it is that by

and large if students, whatever their *lane level or individu-.1 proficiency

level, used some associational patterns for learning vocabulary, the wOrdeere

retained succeseDilly over time. We also saw that the frequency of contact

with words out of cline did not necessarily affect the results one way or

another. In other words, students whc made successful associations retained

words "oven when they had no contact with the word out of class.

Inadvertently, we were also able to investigate the effects of a teacher's
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supplyint associations for the students. The intermediate level teacher

actuary gave six associations, perhaps partly because we had not specifically

told teachers netto supply associations. Actually; this afforded us the

opportunity to seeowhether students used the teacher's associations and

if so, whether this helped. In fact, two of the five studeri:s making

associations at this level each used two of the teacher's associations

and got the words correct in all tasks. Another student reptrted using

one of the teachoes associations and was not suooessful in learning
ite

4

the word (mitkadem 'advances' to lalencetiedima'te go forward' -- association

by structure and teacher's acting it out). ,Thor two students did not use

the teacher's assoeaticns at 01. Ghat we find here is purely suggestive,

given the small numbers. It appears that teacherecan provide useful

associations and that there will still be students who do not use these

associations, but rather use their own or nose at 01.

illatt'then, might bo the teacher's role in vocabulary learning through

association? First, Slhe can simply lay out the range of pOssiblWassociations

and dimousi these with etudonts; thus leaving the student to selectf..

whatever association BIM prefers for a given word. Or the'teaoher

can provide actual, suggested associations as new wards come up. One pos-.

sible approach is to provide a.set of security words much as those

found in Table 2. Another approach is to present Sets of words from
.

a given topragroupolustored visual y on a page (see Ettinger; 1950, for

an early attempt to teach Hebrew in this manner).

Taking a more statisticallook at the vocabulary learning patterns

altogether, Figure 1 provides a graph of performance by individual.

students atoach of the three The graph indicates the total

number of words glossed in Task #1 by student. Then for tasks #2 -?, the

percent Correct on each task is indicated. As mentioned above, the

16.
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Table 2 .

A

Examples of Socur3.ty Wards
for Learning Hebrew Vocabulary

A II
. .

agony --- um c macabre --- (atiikever
air --- avir . map . ....- manaantique . elk mask 00.000 gle,s coca

- measure ........ nbWitura
B I mystery - -- atistorin

..2

base ,. kaki N
bashful ....".. bagan
batter --- (1 )vater nasal ---
bizarre` --w muzar nod .
brush mrrYireIet

C

cable IMOINM kevel. _,
cane --- kane
cape --- kef .

cholera ...--- xole
climate P,-

collar ---

0

dagger
dull.

fall
fruit

grade

"1)

..,

IMM.111.

111.1111111

immediate ---

x

k im

&km

nafa

are

miyad,

kit tcLic

'3.00m

O

0'

occur -.
organize Tr,

P

pace =---
paradise .:r
prize

8

scalo
six
street

table
tag
tariff
tour
track

4110611

.111

T

i Prom Aphok, &Ina. "Security Words as
an Aid for Vocabulary Learning." BSt
ft.-1,3,3.1n (24-23), Narsh-April 1975.8, 1
.(111, hebrawn
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average oorrect glosses acres!, tasks and &arose student level was 759.

The. very fluotuation in performance from task to -task prompted a further

ane.i3,veis, namely, calcuAting how the average performance on the three

tasks involving- contextuilization of vocabulary compared with the average

performance_On.-Ase three tasks involving lists.' These results shoied

that at.tbe beginning level, tasks involving lists were easier (average

1:114 correct) than were tasks with contextualized words (average 69%

correct), whereas at the intermediate level, tasks with contecteateed ..e

words were tasier'(average 77% correct) than those with lists (average

709 cotrect). 'this finding may suggest that only once students have

some background Hebrew are they able to benefit from having vocabulary

in a context; that until that time, the appearanie of words

lists Simply means fever distractions. There being only 4wo advanced
. ,

learners, findings with this group are merely epiculative. In fast,
, ..

,
----__ these Welcomers did better on the lists (average 80 correct) than 66

...

...

the contextualized tasks (average 72% correct). One:of the learners

consistently gat a .word .wrong .every' time that it aplieari3d in context

and &wrest every time that -it-was-contexthalised (pm 'she struggles' ).

This is clearly an issue for itirthersinvestigationAelli larger groups.

Perhaps these findings simply reflect the fact that different leaf era

do better on one type of task than the othec

Further statistical atial,viii.involved correlation of the variables
4,

on the language_Background Questionnaire (see Appendix) with the studentie

Mean performance on vocabulary learning across all the tacks. The results

. *

from one part ot,the questionnaite are worth mentioning hero. A questionnaire

item willed, for the following;

What do you do when you're not sure of a word?' Let' ersay that

you don't. know the ward for "balloon" in %brew. ROW might you

. get the concept across? (all soietimos=2, rarely=3, nevor=4)

We thank Ohm:that:a Blum-Kulka for suggesting this line of analysis.

20
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1.

coin own word; e.g., ca avir
describe concept 'as precisely as possible; e.g., gasta m\umi:VajJe.

dur-

male mil 'a thin rubber ball, filled with air' .`

describe concept loosely; e:g., ze Artivse pan.tax yea BL. 'it's
round and it's blown up and it floata
use a more general tont; .e.g., cadmi
by ..gesture.

0

The one significant correlatioit las between coining a term and vocabulary

learning. The frequent coining .Of terms c related significantly with

the vocabulary learning task (rm.47, ,p4 .05), suggesting that this strategy

makes for gqod vocabulary learning. There was no relationship between

vocabulary learning and describing precisely, using a general term, or

using &attires (r=,.01,, r0.01, and rs.02, respectively). ":0escribing

loosely" correlated negatively (rm-.32) but not significantly with vocabulary

learning. The trend of this last-correlation, however, might suggest

that the strategy of going around the word rather than producing it "ax,f

not Ioad.to succeasab vocabulary learning. This ioasibility needs to

be explored. On the other hand, the act of eoininga word possibly
.

indicatesa creative learning process which does relate,.to vocabalary

acquisition over time, ,'...
.r.

Discuseion e-- .
4

There are a number of issues that this research study raises. One

concerns whether the more advanced learner is somehq4 better able to

benefit from associations.. Ouch a-conclusion bannot be drawn from this

study. :Differential ability to make associations by proficiency may be

a fraitttl avenue for future research. It may' alio be that the Contextu-

alizing of vocabulary makes vocabulary tasks easier 'for certain toes

learners and posSibly for *hole groups of students who are at a higher

'level f proficiency in the language. But this also would lave- to

be inveetiged further.

There is no' oubt that the task of asking students to record the

21
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associations that they made actually stimulated students to make associations,

where, without such instructions, they may not have. Thieithen, is a reactive

effect of the research. A future study could perhaps teach various ways

of making associations explicitly at the outset -- ie., train students

in making associations. Then, also, mores could be made ofxarying the

tasks such that the words appear in different inflectional forma and in

new,contexts. Also, it may be interesting to see whether it is easier

to makerassOciations for words in a given form class -- e.g., for nouns

as opposed t, verbe.
1

'Maio could be done on varying tasks e.g., not

just reading, but also vocabulary recognition irtlistening to spoken

language, or vocabulary production in speaking as well. Work could bo

done With free recall to see what students do when recalling a set of words

learned the previous day -- e.g., do student recall the words in patterns

that reflect organizqtional learning strategies in the mind?

Also, ihow important is it that the association bo a close one? The

Hebrew words or 'light., and Tumor ...street light. are closer in meaning

than WIebetoft. and literate 'sometimes,' for example. Wally be that

with each tneAlratmociation such as thOSO cited above 11), the
Id

more successful associations will be the ones in which-theforms being

associated with, one another are closer in sound; =moaning. ft might also

be that the emotional impact of a word affects success at retention though
.

association. For example, perhapteeords that the learner perceives as

more pleasant will also be rorli2Akely to produce.sacoeseaa associations

(soe Pollio, 1966, massociatos for native Tooker:a.,

A phenomenon that occurred on occasion was that a word wouIbe

glossed wrong in one more tasks directly following learning,' but mad

then,bo glossed correctly in later taska. It is polisible that this is,

1. Research with natives English speakers on word processing in reading has

found that nouns are often easier to process tfian verbs because they are
morally mores concrete (Marshall, Newcombe, Noblest 1970.

22
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the result of recycling of vocabulary -- that students may need repeated

exposure to words and occasional review of their meanings to learn them

correctly. It may also be that there is a settling process or residual

learning whereby students sort out all the various stimuli they are exposed to,

midthat this takes time.

The research also taught us that the common word list idea and

subsequent passage composed from this common list is not necessarily the

beat way to tap the students' learning *ills. Rather, it may pay to have

each atudentvdesigh"hisher own individualized set of words. The. common

words tend to include a fair numberof words that are not at all difficult

for at least some learners. And there is also the possibility of the,

opposite situation -- le., tbat learners would not necessarily!know

very common words and would know more difficult ones. This might give

the teacher the false: impression that the student gen, know the easier

words. The individualired'approach is more challenging to the better

students, too. More can be.done iith the concept ofiord lists as well.

Such listido allow for quick checks on vocabulary but may not be as taxing

of global or pragmatic vocabulary skill as contextualizea.vocibulary tasks.

The individualized approach recognizet;)thatAtudents do not all begin

at, the sane point .even among beginners, particularly in the case

of Hebrew where some learners may have studiedlebrew a little or have

been exposed to it through religious activities.

It seems beneficial to bring into discussion the various strategies

for writing down vocabulary as it appears in class and then organizing

it for eas learning.- This topic is discuised in greater detail in' the

nee bection of this report. O

There is also the whole issue of what it means to learn a partinular

vocabulary word. Richards (1976); for instance, details the many things

that a native of a language knows about a word that he uses. It is an

o 23
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arduous process at best for a non-native to gain mastery of the word in

all those areas. This research project has treated words as having'

'essentially one denotative meaning -- rather than as having multiple

meanings, as some of them do. The research has not dealt with most of

the categories that Richards lists, such as the connotations of the word,

the expected frequency with which it will occur in speech and writing,

and the collocations that it will appear ins limits on its function

by dialict and registers its syntactic behavior in context; its under

lying forms )snd denotations; the semantic value of the word; and so on.
o

There is the further point that a non-native does not startiAes4aup

but rather has his own total network of vocabulary in his native

language OftctskY, 1962). Thus, when he is exposed to a new vocabulary

.item in the target language, he is most likely going to translate this

item back into his native language system, and so evoking the whole .

network'Of.emotive meanings, associations, connotations, and multiple

meanings that he has devoloped for this language. Perhaps the relationship

between these two networks can be explored more fully with'referenee

to learning-of second-language vocabulary through associations.

Finally, it is important to observe vocabulary learning patterns

'among different typos orlearnerslay age, exposure to target language,

theirdegre4 of motivation to retain the vocabulary, and so forth. .The

Act that this Brandeis grbup was ibis to gloss 70 of the words correctly, .'',

on the average 'across tasks is an admirable feat considering that these

students were retuiniisg'to the U.S: within a half year and would thus

presumably have less motivation to hold on to"these words than might

an immigrant.

24
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II. Organizing the WoEitabookimmlyDJAWfgPIILne44124aMLIAlt:B-MMI.

After six weeks of study, thestudents (1M9) were asked to describe

how they organised their notebooks. They were Naked to write about the

ways in which they classified vocabulary (if at all) and how they wrote

out grammar rules. They were also asked tosdedcribe how they studied for

a quiz or test. Uhat emerged from aoontent analysis of their answers was

the followingcomposite description.

Organization` of the Notebook

popular pattern "we en ate." enter all material in on notebook Ail

straight-forward, chronological fashion. However, some students indidated,

other.' approaches, such as separate sections for vocabulary and.grammar,

or one, side of the page for vocabulary and the other side for , grammar..
%,.

One or two students rioted that they kept separate notebooks for class notes

and for homework.

Organization of Vocabulary Datries

Students who had a separate vocabulary section from the outset or:

who rewrote vocabulary in a separate notebook, viried their handling.

of these words. Some Bated them by topic group, others alphabetized them,

others listed' them by form class (e.g., verb, noun, etc.), and some even

aubclassified words within form class (sit., verbs by conjugation).

Organization of Grantai.
,

-,Grammar rules tended to be entered chronologically, sometimes with

a box around them to set them off, sometimes rewritten onto a special

page. For example, verbs might be displayed by conjugatiOny in past,

present, future, possibly all in the first person singular.

An interesting source of variation concerned the level at which the

rule was,reprenented. Some students would just*iiolude a'sample of

language whioh illustrated the rule, others would have an explanation

accompanying this example, and others would have not only the example

2,
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and an explanation, 'but a listing of the exceptions as will.
. . .- ,4 *1.*

C' 4

. . , .

Study for 11. Quit or Teat
.

Most students indicated that as areview; theylrould go.through their'

class notes and textbook-chronologicall% focusing on vocabulary and grammar
. A

gether or separately. Students also reviewed word lisidlay,covering

the fors, in either Hebrew or English and trying to p/oddee.the equivalent

in the other language. . . . .

Students indicated a variety of means foi a*ttemptinito.leara vocabulary
. \ r.

through aaaociation,by topic groupt'by the context (in the n otobook0extbook4.

or wherever) that the word appeared in, by the root-or base of the word, or
. ...

- $ ..

by picturing in their' minds how the word looked.' Seiiral students said
. e .

%bat they needed to say the word out loud in'order to learn it.. One learner
.

, .

even avoided writing do'wn words that be feared he would forget because

they seemed obscure at the time that he beard them.

With iespedt to verb fors* a number of students indicated that
. ,

they would write out paradigmax in ,past, present, and tuplie.

Several students would go back to those exercises or portions of
I.

exercises that they had trouble with and redo them aspreparition for

a test. One or two actually made up their own pretend test, took it,

and corrected it. Another approach was to hay; a friend quit them-on .

the material.

One or two students said that they would reWrite.grammaticai rules

onto aeeparate page as a moans of reviewing for 1) test. And one

student reported a tactic for applying rules about structure to actual-

structures. He would take sentencesfrom the textbook and do his oun

sentoncs-stiuotureannlysis.

It is clear that no onto note - taking cr review method is' appropriate

26
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for-all students, but the foregoini,findings do suggest several things.

First, students themselves can be an excellent source of information as

to study tips -- i.e., how to study more efficiently. Second, students

do not differ that much in basio note-taking and review patterns (at ,

least.on the basis of self-repo-). Much of the variance would appear

, to be a matter of rigor, consistency, and sptematicity -- the extent'

to which a student organizes his/her material.

For examplebymeeibulari can be classified in s, number of imaginative

%Jays beyond simple chronology or even alphabetized *sting. For some

students, thi- '-ind of imaginative listing may facilitate learning.

Grammar rules can be rewritten into a special section such that exceptions

to the rule appear along side the rule as stated.

.Na.

It would appear that this line of investigation into study habits

for language learning can be a fruitful one ..:.Thq *lapis act of making

students bec tne re aware of their town methods froth the very beginning

can help them to adopt strategies that are most productive for:them

. ..

as learners;

..It is important to point out that -this was an exploratorI effort

at determining what activities learners engage' in regarding the organization

of notebooks atcd studying for tests. Now that:typee of behavior have

been identified, it will be possible to present learners with amore

.t

structured form of questionnaire so as to determine whether more.euccess-

.ful learners are more prone-to exhibit certain behaviors. The data col-

looted in this pilot effort do not show the poorer learners necessarily.

to bcOacking organizational strategics. Quito the contrary, one

or two of these studenta reported. some. of the most imaginative strategies,

such as ,composing, taking, and then scoring one's own test.

A future questionnaire could check the presence or Absence of them

study behaviors across all students, and if the behavior exists, the
..

27
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frequency and consistency with which the students use it. This questionnaire

would also ask the learners to explain they organize their notebooks

in this manner -- e.g., because a teacher, a peer, a:parent suggested

that they do it that way, because they themselves determined this to

be an effective way to learn, ,. because this wair:the easiest way, eto.

Another idea would be to collect and analyze the Ardente' -otebooks

to compare self-report 'data with their actual perfotuence data.

swoon tion of Communicative S ratesies and Student Verificatioft1
, .

This sectien deals w4h'thoinsights to be gained from empirical
4

observation of-communicative strategies in the classroom when coupled

with verification 'by the students :themselves. The etbdy'was prompted by

a

theLfreguently.inconclusive reedits of classroom observation alone (sees'

for eiaziple, Neiman et gl., 1975). The resarchers attempted to complement

obseristion with intervbntion, in order to corroborate or refute the

intuitive4eactiOns of the researchers. The researchers sat in

en a dozen'class sessions for a minimum of.an hour each time, in any.

effort to identify.informatliemoments`in the learni4 process

moments in ithich. the students made a particularly revealing type of orrorVr

p

achieved striking success,"or ',lased in confusiont as well as moments

when the studentteacher interaction led to student confusion postai

reediting in erroneous utterances..

.Whereas our original intentioncuae*to let areas of conspiouous

sueoeps prolide opportunities for investigating communicative strategies,

it turned ',it to be easier to identify and investigate areas of difficulty

because the erroxls that arose called attention to the problems: We were.

not, in fact, struck by exceptional SUCOOSS. It may have been'that such

areas of success were not that common or at least not conspicuous. In .

40
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fact: not that many occasion.) arose in which oommunicative errors seemed

to merit immediate feedback from the student,as to what strategy s /he was

using. Part of the problem is that students do not do very much talking

in these kinds of classes, and when they do talk, it is often orchestrated

iv the teacher.

It became apparent that itmbest to get.student feedback as Goon

after the event as'possible. Several times the class session was actually.

interrupted ih order to ask the learner what idhe was thinking 'when s/he

said. something. These interventions were neurally informative,. but

did usually distract the teacher. In one case, such intervention led the

teacher°on a rather lengthy digrebsion. The more effective approach

was to talk to individual students or to groups during a break or at

the end, of the class session. .The approach of asking.studentS is

retMapocti -ciiT tat they -a-eidi -even only a day -later,- was found to-be

only about 50% effective.

It shou'd also be Pointed out that teachers resented having their

students observed altogether. Even though,ye told the teachers that we

did not come to evaluate them; they were uncomfortable. Also, the very

_f

fact that there was someone in the classroom may have changed the nature

of student participation somewhat. However, some reactive effects

'of classroom observation are unavoidable.

The data to be presented below have been organized in the fallowing

aay. Mat, each instance of student communication reported on contains

in it some deviant form or forms. In all cases, the studenttb explanation

for how tho arrived at that form was n21; the explanation that the researchers

would necessarily have predicted. Each student mentioned in the disonssion

LS also identified as studying at the beginner (B), intermediate (I),

or advanced. (A) level, and as being ,a good (g), fair (f), or poor (p)

29
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performer generally (on the baste of olass

vecabu.liry words, and so forth). Thus, it

-student strategies in terms of class level

proficiency. 6

.1

grades, suooess at learning

is posSible to evaluate

and the student's individual

The instances:ofcommunication are also labeled according to the

type
$

of communicative etrategy roost likely refloated in the given case,

and these strategies are, in turn, grouped as to being "good,-"bad,".-
..\

.

or "neutral." These ratings are only suggestive, and not definitive sines,

. for one thing, .a strategy that is good for one student may be 'bad for ''
. .

anotber'e Also, the ratings are more intuitive thank empirioal, in that tint
.

... ..
- .

.
. .

are based-largely on the researchers': preconceptions about successful

. secerid4anguage, strategies.. must alse'be remembered that in

cases both good and bad strategies. led to deViant forms. In other*weris,

the'-atiittegy can-be a good one leading nonetheless to a deviant form.:

But then again, the prooess of language learning is one Of continual',,
experimentation and, hence, characterized by the committing of errors

on the way to mastery.

Good dortrauni eativti ~ Strategies

_verb fgrm through atm.:rotation

The f is.an example of a*strategY that could only be revealed

O

through que'tiOning. In adialog with a fellow Student, a student (B/r)

asked where she.yould have to get off the bus, as follows: gat EAndwa

'where I ( o such form)?' The cornet form.inetead of mu tat ie argi

'I will giit off.' The, etudenta had been exposed to the future but had

not aohieve4 productive oontrol over this tense at the point of observation..

The student explained that she lived on a street called zordey hasita

and knew tba
i the 'first iord of the etreet :my; was also derived from .

ti
. ..

the verb at 't.O get off, go down.' The.prefix of her verb form would

t`
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suggest that ebe was construeting'a present tense form in pleee.of yoredit.

Fir her explanation, it would seem that the tirit part of her form

taken from the street name. It lay also be that ebe is using the third ..

person Datureprefixk in n zeL_.ed 'he will got off.'
. .

In any event, the learner is using association to a street name

to help in communication, and this, in itself, is a plus (see the first

section, on vocabulary learning through associattn). The crea tive process

reve aled here is much -like that of coining s( new

to correlate'positively with vocabulary' learning
.

in 'section 11).

. 2. -Generating_rulet

word, which was shown

over time (reported on '

ti

.

Generating rules for how the language works tea fundamentalprocese

in language learning,, and hence is rated ae a :.good strategy. A.host

of error analysis studies have demonstrated how the appearnce of errors.

in learners' Ipeech may be an excellent indication of the stage of rule
A

development ih the learners' interlanguage. For example, one student

generatcdli passive verb fern by combining the passixe form for the first

conjugation, n=1/ 'it is written, "with the past participle, katuv Smittea,'

producing itnixtu7. The student (I/p) acid that 'She thoight.histnzwas the

passive structure. This type of error reflects an active process.of rule

construction. Another example of rule formation was the followings

41$21 Ovarian 'all the things,' with Omission of the definite artiole, ba--

kahadvarim. The student (I/1) explained that she was waking an analogy

to kaisni 'every day,' an expression not containing.the definite article.

It should be notod.by way of qualification that generating rules

is a good strategy among flexible leari.mrs, who will be willing to discard

an incorrect rule and introduce another more correct one.

0" 31
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Bad Corn unicativo Bt nteaies

1: Not attending to the question in its entirety

The teacher 'milted a student (I/Owhen Samuel Banagid lived, and

the student said. when be died (mat 11e died' instead of agi 'he lived).

Tae student reported that he did not pay attention to the Whole question.

It should be pointed out that-this student did not like, the teacher, and
fo

so was generally uncooperative. (When a new teachei eras introduced after

three months his performance 'improved somewhat.) It is also possible,

of course, that the student did not yet.have an effective general' strategy

for looking for the topic in a question.

2. Field dependences Distraction from material'in the immediate context

After the teacher had explained the difference between.ihr 'rich' and

ant 'poor' and after a particularatudious pupil (b/g)had asked for a

clarification as to which word meant what., this same student seemed to

have confused the' two. The teacher askeds

mat 2314Lharbe yesef? 'Which man bas's lot of Money?'

The atudent: answered, ani 'a Poor In ,questioning the student as

to the source of confusion, she explained that once she heard 12 she assumed

this to be the homonymous negative particle lsand interpreted the question

in the negative, i.e., "Which man doesin't have a lot of money ?"t

Although the negative form would.actually have to been rather than 22,

'ow

the important point is that the learner beard what she thought was a marker

of negation. 'This is an example of what we are referring to as "field,

dependence" -- i.e., distraction caused by a word at the 14..zal level, in

the immediate context. What is not blear is whethei this is a fixed

cognitive style, or whether it is possible to train a learner to be less

field dependent -- i.e., to bo more cognizant of

tl
as 'not to be misled by local distractors. If it

32k. Hebrew is rich in homonyms, which creates a p

there are time special words that sound the ems
happened,. he tore, and be read.'

the / ger context so

is possible to shift the

ream for the learner. For- example,
in current Hebrews era it
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learner from one style to another, then we would 'refer to field dependence

as a" "bad" strategy, with field independence being the "good" strategy.

3. (musing_ Words in the b Bound alone.

A' student (I/f) said hirgia buret& 'he calmeddown (someone) in

Israel' instead of /Ad a bunts 'ho arrived in Israel* Sits said that

at -some time,in the pact she had, with the help of a dictionary, grouped

together four verbithat were similar in sounds ,lehargia 'to calm down,'

to arrive,' lehargil 'to accustom,' and leharriA 'to feel.*,

She,,then learned them as, a group and it the moment when retrieval was

necessary, she selected an inapproptiate member of this group, This is,

in fact, probably a bad strategy i.e., grouping by similarity in sound

without some further means of differentiating among the words.
t

4. Focusing_ onli on the word'level

There were several cases of learner attention in reading focused

only on individual words, -without paying attention to the context. For

one abided- (13-/p) asked eel-Al./1 'meant.

'it seemed' :like-An easy enough word. The student explained, however,

that she confused it with mist*, 'chewing gum,' ,' it' is interesting

here that context did not help to disambiguate the word forlier, but

'rather simply added to her conftsion...Thl student was: thus operating

at too local a lwel nut looking for collocations,, .for phrasing.

*at makes the above strategy "bad" is that context is essential

in the accurate comprehension and production of lexical items, even for

natives. Of course, the vocabulary learning study, reported on above,

suggested that perhaps beginning learners sometimes find context to be

more of a hindrance than a bqlp, until they gain greater mastery of the

basics.

0' 33
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5. rack of structural .analisia_of a word

This is more accurately the absence of a good strategy, namely, word

analysis. la student (big) asked the moaning of a word written on the

boaid, 30.,j1 'department,' after the uord had been defined and used

extensively in the lesson.. He explained that in the discussion, the word

tiad only been used in its plural form, 5oagim, and so he did not recognise

the word in .the singular'. This was a good student who did not have .

problems with sing?..lar/plural relationships in general. _The "bad"

strategyds to let words go by in listening without noting important

structural features, such as number in the case .of gainft.
reutmilcommunieative Strat4g111

. .

We identified at least four strategies that may not be ,inherentlY

good or bad,. it canbe either: guessing, transfer from the native

.1anguagii, the use of Unanalyzed material, and the lireplanhing- of a *rase or utter:ie.-
1. Cioating forms through guesainc

Rdbin (1975) would suggest that the learner who is" willing

i.e., the learner, who is comfortable in the face of uncertainty -- may
.

be the bettei learner. But of _course,..guessing-is--moi,e-likelrirW---,:,.

a "good" strategy if the learner is an accurate guesser, i.e., efficient

at gathering and storing !information and at using clues. It may be that ,

guessing ceases to be a good atrategy:once the learner reaches a certain

state, for example.

Au, pupil (Ift) noted that she did 'not have her verbs sorted out

according to conjugation. and that she just guessed from time to time --

not on the basis of anxpartic'ular analogy or association. Two examples

of guessing were the forms,slezakor, seemingly a third conjugation verb,
.

instead of j.imkOr 'to remember,' a first conjugation verbiAnd

instead of 12114e1, 'he cooked.' The researcher might, of course, question

. the learner's interpretation that she ie not making any generalisations.

0

4
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' Regarding the second example, it oould be argued that the a , of bi 1
.

is by analogy to the vowel in first and second person singular and in

first person plural respectively: bi g bigalta (masc. ) bitalt,(fem.);

and biXaleu. lot different studonts can arrive at the same deviant form

in .different ways. Aid it is reasonable to assume that guessing is one

way.

2. Transfer from th\native language

Research on language tra safer has indicated how transfer can be

quite helpful in thitt there- are always similarities across languages,\
which the learner can draw.on to lOssen the learning burden (see Solinker,

N
1960., On the other-band, tranafni can, also produce deviant forms, as

k

when the two languages are different withspect to the given structure.

The following' is an example of transfer whichrt this case produced .

interference (hence, negative transfer) -- but i terference which wasA\
/

not obvious to the observer and waste revealid only through student
4/ '

introspection., The case in point was a stude a use of the :student Iiiigi
. -

% . .

past tense in Hebrew.in.giving directions to
-
'isomeone'as to how to get to

a places
4 4.

*axattay Tait( kfar raxol... 'allioryou've seen the town of Rachel...'
- '1

Aside for the three local. errors -- in
.

the:lige of the masculine
1

'mita, 'you

1

saw' instead of the ratan-ins reit 'yoi e accent on the last syllable
.

instead of on the second (ralta), and thcr:Slisenee of 'that' before the

verb. (e.ziray ), there is the further pdiAt that in Hobrev the present perfect

tense (expressed* the same form as the aimplo past) is not used to indicate,'

future perfect (i.e., "you will have aeon") as in Engliih. In Hebrew,

tho simple future inflected for second person feminine, tirq, is called

for. The. investigator realized that interference was the problem

the moment that the 'student gave an English equivalent 4 what she e had

vv
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wanted to say.

3. The use of unanalyzed material ,

t

The use of unanalyzed material (i.e., certain ritualistic social

routines, such as greetings, invitations, apologies, and so forth, as
..

well as other units learned as a whole) has bebn shown to be an effective

means of engaging in communication during the initial stages of 1300010 :

language learning (see Fillmore', 1976).. The following is an eicample of the useof

unanalysed material, In this case producing an error. 4,A student had .

...... p.. *S .

found in tho Iictionary the form naasa 'he became 6 for use in a dais
.

. talk. (That dictionary presents verbs in the third. person singular forth.)

The teacher wrote this form on the board. Another student (tlg) was
,.

. asked to discuss what the first student had said, and shd.'atildt.

harbe xolvim 11,AIR.ael tiariz*tate, 32tIt mi a 'Tani. think
that.Israel-has to become bigger.'

.

She took tho verb form in the inflected form naLis; and used it iii; ti____________.,
! ......---,-,----- . .

infinitive_plet,_.leheasoe-lio-betaiiiTs The student explained that she
-

..1

,

r,

, ...

simply took thi word as it appeared on. the.board and,that the teacher's
. . . ...

explination was'too quick for her. Tho confusion may also have been .,..- .
..- ;;.

because the teacher did net give a:full:Vass -- ie., 'he becamet '
.

to become,' etc. The teachor explained, after class, that she had

.... purposely given little attention to the form because it was too .tough

for students at that Tavel. This Ocample illustrates bow a student May

use a form exactly as it a' ears in ciatis, 03.thoit analizirig it to

determine the appropriate inflection of 'the form in the given context.

It also illustrates how etAdents,
\

particularly the better ones,A pay

. attention to a number of things," eveh.what teachers may wish to pass
ue

over lightly or-avoid discussing. ' .,
,

Actually, the use of unanalysodmateriil seems to be most effective\
(i.o., non-error-produoingLin the genoratiop Cfpat phrases, such as

. ,
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ma Willes?'"what difference does it make 'to you?' and the Bice. Probably

because they appear as one unit, rather than within context (as with na_441),

there, is more likelihood that they will come out sounder correot.

Fillmore (1976) points Out that little by little the learner begins analyzing

these phrases and using:elements of them produdtively.
O

- 44 Preplanning of a phrase or utterance

We Mound at least two types of preplanning errors - one in the incomplete

production of a construct form and one in the lack of elision in an entire

preplanned sentence. This area of preplanning may ba'a good example of

Agie a communicative strategy is good for some learners and not for ethers.

Of Course, under th's pressure" Of a communicative situation, preplanning
. e.,

'may slow a learner dcwn'and poshibly interrupt the flow of conversation.

.Thefoilowing are the two exampItia-tOund in this study. One student

(//g)used a noun in the construct form without ite accompaniment:.`'

ze ilt*hamilxemet neged haaravim 'It's on the, war against the Arabs.'

. _
In construct form, milxaia 'War'. becomes pilumet and the definite article

ha is dropped. .The student explained that..she was going 'to use a construct

form, milxemet ket 'the Six NY War,' but decided ,against it

at.the last minute.

Another student (I/p) produced a sentence in which" he neglected to

use the obligatory elision between n-the proposition 1e 'to' and the
.

definite article ha 'the,' i.e., lip Re said:

latet adama ,j.ohaaravint 'to giveland to the Arabs'

a.

Re explained that he had not received formal instruction concerning: elision

.

but tras aware of it from his study of French. He gave-oothe ,

explanation for this error that he plant out each sentence in its entirety

before he speaks and then givea the whole sentence, whereas someone else' .

may utter secticns of the sentence as.e/he is producing, it, pausing between
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_sections. Tfie implication is that someone who genorates the sentences,

in soctions with a.pause between each one would pay More attention to a

matter such as elision: It appeared that this learner was more caught

up in the process of choosing vocabulary and aYntaotio patternsp.thin 1.i that

of considering phonological kactually, morphophonemic)) adjustments ,

according to the context.

.

Discussion

We note that loth `good and bad communicative strategies appeared
. __------,

acrossolais levels, and were used both by better and poorer students-.-2----
.:-----

-kb alsoNnote that the communicative- strategies identified are just those

_

Sa

_____..-thatemerged 60111 an introspective investigation ()treasons for learners' P

.:.
4

errors. But instead of providing an exhaustive list of communicative

,4
strategies, thiaseCtion has attempted ratherto.demonstrate how

difficult it is.tor an outside observer to establish the'aCival source

of the error and to identify the learner strategy being employed without

.

consulting the learners themselves."

It is; of bourse, true that learners may not know why they produced

certain forma, or may be inaccurate in.their explanations. The important

point is that if the purpose of observation is to find outyhat the

learners are dotdg (thinking, procossing, etc.), then clitssroom

observation needs to be couplod with more interventionist tactics such

as getting students to introspect for rotrospect at short range).

This phase of the research raised soma real questions as to what

"good" strategies consist of. For example, io the use abroad

association (as,in elyariya, 7 association to a street name) actually

a good strategy?. In the soction on vocabulary learning (ibOve$, we"

also raise the issue of "closeness of ascociation." Also, in what instances

_38
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and with what,learners might preplanning of utterances be a "good"

ti

'strategy? Perhaps too much preplanning is detrimental, particularly

for certain types of learners. Those questions warrant further inveetigation.

IV. Test-Taking Strategies
-

a.
One of the more promising sources ta into testing at present

has ohm° from the_tield-of ethnomOthOdOlogy. EthnmethodolOgists ask

1.,.______-14iiyproceases students actually go through when they take tests (see
,

Gicourel et 1., 1974). There is a growing interest in the thihking

I

procniees that,brought the learner to a correct or an incorrect answer.

'In this line of investigation, we'look carefully at what is being asked

and at the expected vs. the actual response procedure (using the test

'taker as informant). We attempt to locate' the source of difficulty in;

the test item or procedure (Cohen, forthcoming)..

In the spirit of this process-oriented approach to testing, we

conducted an investigation concerning the strategies'*that the students,

used in taking exams. After the students had taken their end-of-summer,

exam marking the completion of two months OridtensiveBebrew training,

. we went through each'eiam thoroughly and identified points for discussion

witlithe students themselves. Those points primararreflectod types

4tOre that might provide insights into theatritegiesused in test

.,taking. Students met indi7idually'with an investigator approximately

,a,veek after they had taken the exam, ANd were asked to commentNaboht

some ten-to-twenty points in their exam. (Frequently; student explanations

for their performance Iwo_

researchers andlintuitel.)

analyzed, and,Wfollowing

difforent-fTomprior explanations that the

Responses to theco queried weie content

reflects a brief discussion of some of the

strategies that emerged -- i.e., strategies that students themselves

roportad ing. fence, the following discussion Is not exhaustive

4
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.'
taking strategies, but rather suggestive of a few such strategies.

There is some overlap across categories, as well. .

i Inco
I

As a receptive strategy, students would not necessarily process the

entire itme stimulus, but only part of it, and answer that part. Our

probe .1111do it clear ,that students who do this ate not necessarily being

careless i.e., answering too quickly or haphazardly. They may, inatead,

simply not understand i word or phrase in the item stimulus. The strategy,

then, is to forge ahead and answer what they can on the basis'of what

-they know. This approach is'slightly different, from that reported in

Rosenfeld (1976), whereby students read little or none of the instructions

before doing homework. excercises. In that case,t the'studenta felt that

the knew what to doand did not need to dwell on the question. In

.
the current research, students would only incompletely comprehend

the question.
e

As ii.p,roductive strategy, (i.e., a strategy for writing in the target

language), :students would lift material intact from an item stimulus or

from, say, a passage, for use in an answer. The result would be verb
.

forms incorrectly inflected for person, number, gender, or- tenses verbs.,

refleAing the correct root but an incorrect conjugation, sitar

We- obseived a variety of strategies for producing, say, a verb form.

- when the rules for production had not been learned (preeystematic stale)

. .

or were learned with systematic devianciee (Corder, 1974). If students

did not know the correct, verb form, ,they would use the infinitive, take

a form from a tense that they inew, take one inflection al. ending .and

generali zo it -across person and gender, take an inappropriate tense from

the stimulus and siirply.add4he infix for person, and so On.
.

L

Another strategy fot produation was simply to use prepackaged,

'

4b
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'.° unanalysed material (as described in the above sectio9, on communicative r.
, i

. . .

'itrategies) and combine it with analyzed forme: Per ensile; given
, of

C

that Rebrew p.repoeitione mi.-'-from' can be prefixed its the -objeot

of the Opposition through elision (mi. +4sad 'aide' It Wpg).9 a student

learns this.lbrm as one word and then a"fixes another preporaion to
4. s.

it on an exam e.g., *bemitsad in from a' aide,' intending "on a side."
..

2. lot I Processitence.
.

A cateiory related to incomplete analysis is that of local processing

A

with distraction from the field -- hence, field dependence (as discussed

in the section ok::mmunliative strategies4above). Field dependence

implied distraction frowelements that are in the immediate enyiroMment

but irrelevant to the langudge processing being called for (Cohen, 1970.
. . .

For oxample, if .the learner uses a plural verb witbri singular subje9t

because the intervening indirect objediii plural, this would be termed
.

... .........
. , .

. r..

ie3d.deperidence. tOecificallyt i ti *km ZAnu seaalii xadaa 40there were
.:. . I

taus a°new government! (lit.), the learner produces:WIL'iherrere
/

inItead of :hayta 'there was' (fem.) out of distraction from km 'to us.'f
3. Tes!"-Indueed Errors

At first glance, it would appear that this category oftest-iodiced

errors does not fit under student strategies, but the type of test/yin

very often influence the type of strategies that the students will-use.
,

We encountered a certain number of instances where students were called

upon to use their own best powers. of discernment, discrimimation,"and

".

analogy, in ansuering test items. They had to use their "pun best powers1"

because they were in a situa4on where they4anuid not mkt° elp. The..

instances under discussion were profited by. the teacher's in

of new forms or forms that the students had bad only infrequent exposure

to. In such cases, students would not discern that there was a difference

41
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between, say, a given verb form and forms in a conjugation that the students

erroneously identified it with. ,Pbr example, when given the form metapaim

'they andesked to give the third-person plum' past tense (tipsu),

a fair number of students wrote *metapsu. The-students were probably making

erroneous visual:and auditory analogy to another conjugation, since, the

present-tense form (metapsim) is close to the hitpael conjugation in form.

In another case,,.the item stimulus had a verb in inflected form and

the students' ere to use the verb in the infinitive in the response.
s

Neither word :"'was that familiar to the students, and they ,tended d to use

the stimulus form incorrectly in their response, pTimarilias a means of
er

siioplify;.ng the task. I

4. Use of Frequently Heard, Popular Forms

Several students reported that they would sometimes select forme

simply because these were the forms that were popular; forms that they

heard most often -- 41.19:L 'he spoke' when they shoed have used gat

'he said's anaivt*yisraelit 'Israeli people' (adj. in-fem..4ing.) instead

of. pnagiin, srae ftrs(adj. correctly inflected for plum The interviews
. ,,

with the studeni.s brought out the point that suoNerrors as these might

well not occur in naturalcbmmunicatiib situations. However, when under

the'pressure of a-testingliituation, students may choose the initial ,

form that comes into their h.eads,:e.g., Ian instead ()fuzz ti

3. Looking for 1421AL

Students reported looking for the trick in a given item and trying

to Avoid committing the error or errors that this item was testing for.

fbr example, when given a sentenoe.in English to translate into Hebrew

(e.g., "I want you to write a letter. "), the student said that she knew
wl

there was a trick but could not remembr what it was exaotly. She knew

that She could not use tho infinitive like in English. Therefore, he

0
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used a present tense ,form of the verb in the required relative clause in

Hebrew. However, the tense of the verb in Hebrew must be future (ani Lola

Xenia Iptov Ed2b15 literally 'I want that you will write a letter). We

wrote kotev,instead of tixtov (present tense instead'of future).

6. Iktiomosive Omission.

There was mention above of incomplete analysis as a receptive strategy,

i.e., dealing only with those parts of an item stimulus that the student

understands. On the productive side, there is likewise the purposive
.

omission of material. For example, in one case students were asked to

translate from English to Hebrew.' A student reported leaving out an

indirect pronoun because he was not sure how to say it and did not feel

that it was important.

7. Translation'

Several students reported the use of translation as a test-taking,

strategy. One or two would write out a complete native-language version

of a given text before answering questions abaft it. They said that this

made them :feel more secure. Others would at least translate questions in

their entirety into the native language before attempting to answer them.

8. Transfer from the Native !Amaze

Not so surprisingly, students word often produce forms that were

the direct translation equivalent of forms in the navive language (e:ik,

*behamaalul 'in a the track,' instead of bamas14. in the track' }. In

some cases, the tendency was reportedly so strong that students would

consciously indulge in-interference avoiding -- namely, trying not to

choose forms that were like those in the native language (even Where such

parallels actually were correct). 4

9. Over-Correction

In some instances, students read over their tests and made changes

43
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such that the new 6wer was wrong; Waxen the original answer was correct.

Hence, the students' first' nstincts were accurate. Possibly the students

over-corrected because tho' teacher requested that they cheek over their

work caretuUy. Also, students may have been too quick to assume that

they probably answered.incorrectly the first time.. This is tn-issue ot,-

confidence as a learner in the face of inevitable imperfection.while_learning.
-r

The results of this study suggest guidelines for ways to improve

test taking. Students could be forewarned, for example, through a set

of suggestions about how to take testes Such tips'could include

the rollowings r .

(i) Read the directions carefully and pay attention to the entire

item stimulus. Be aware that clues to the form thit the answer is to take

(e.g., the tense to use, word order; ete. ) are often found'in the question

(2) Parattention to the relationship of elements to one another,
.
.

and try to avoid being distracted by elements that are irrelevaiteto
.

the task at; hand (e.g., elements that suggest a different inflection
4.. A

from the one called for).

(3) %en having to deal with new elements in a test, scrutinize

these carefully within the entire context and avoid being misled by

features which are conspicuous but which lead to the wrong analogy.
.

(4} Avoid the temptation to choose a form simply because it

appears or is popular.-

(5) Do net assume that there is always a trick to answering an

.itembut if the item is tricky, try to identity all the neceesary operations..

(6) Go along with instinot. Do not be too quick to oorrect items

which r.ay be correct' to begin with.
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'Conolusim

Clearly thieris only a start. The findings from these four mini-studies

still do not provide very many defisitive,guidelineifor the language

learner in easifying the.learningprooisss. Yet we feel that some of

the basics are here. It appears that word associations can help reduce

the learning burden, and me have found that making associations does not

necessarily come automatically. Instead; possiblelassoblations should

pr4ply be laid out to the students more explicitly. .

Second,' students could benefit from tips concerning the organisation

of notebooks andways'to study for testa. The feeling we got was that

there was too little organization other than straight chronological

recording and reviewing for tests. However, the particular alternative

approaches to recommend (e.g., vocabulary on one side, grammar on the

others a separate section for .vocabulary; organized in a series of

ways; special handling of grameatica'rulee, etc.) are still to be

determined. This study proved purely descriptive of ways in witch.

students do such things. Hopefully; future research will yield a sat

of guidelines that students could select from according to their own

learning needs.

With regard to the classroom observationLstudy; we think that we

validated our methodological i.e., that in order for the

observer to identify the communicitive strategy that the learner is

uaingOihe maywelhave to ask the learner himself/herself to introspect.

With respect to which communicative strategies are good and which are bad;

there appears to be much work still todo. Our categorizing here haer ben

more theoretically- and intuitively -based :than empirical.'

The area of test-taking strategies is, indeed, a fascinating one.

As said above, researchers are just beginning to apply the ethnomethodologist's
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APPENDIX .

lanituarte Background QuestiOimaii*

1. Please indicate the languages that you have been exposed to in the order
of exposure, starting with the native language.

Ian ge
Trob of pcposuret

At tichoea Other
Understand .

Conversation
&age in
-Cotirers:

Read 'Wri
Rs&

:

CiimpAAt Home

(2 .

3 .., .
.

. .
.

. .
. ..5 . ,, Ability: Wexce llent, Go good, -Adair,

Iftpoor, ) none.

2. Please indicate your overall-exposure to Hebrew.
Ibrnal Study, Informal Exposure/Study (Approx, Time)
No. of years _at
No. of months with trtends'
Ave; hours per day at camp

other (explain)

Rate yourself in Hebrew.
%at were your overall grades (if given)
General mastery of grammars very good good fair .poor .
'Extent of vocabulary, vary great good fair..

3. How would you rata yourself in &dish (or mother tongue/dominant language,
if other)'in vocabulary and grammar! , .

All Other languages Combined
Learning ocabu3ary
Learning grammar rules

(Write in um f;2210 Led, tiiiTiiiii)

4. How dO you classify what you learn in a new language? Relow,are sale *behaviors.
Indicate which you do to what extent by means of the following frevency scales
luI do this all.the time, I do this sometimes, 3=1 do this rarely, 4=1 never .do this.

Learn vocabulary; Learn grammars
...in topic groups (e.g.; words for ;,_`by textbook rules

clothing) _by checking and rechecking resource'
by parts of speech .(nouns, pronouns, granstir books
adjectives, verbs, etc.) makfrig up own rules to fit data
'cognates (same root, base) within the by making lists of errors and
size 3iinguago reviewing them

..._groups of synonyms

S. What do you do when you're not sure of a word? Let's say that you don't
know the word for 'balloon in Robrewt 1161i; might you.get the concept across?
(tad° all the time, 2 ..do sometimes, 3rAcIO rarely, *mem 4o)

coin own word; e.g., iadttr-att
,,,,,,_describe, concept as precisely as possible; e.g., 4silt 3111M1111. day 919,11LEI,

'a thin rubber ball, filled with air'
_,_,,describe concept loosely; e.g., zi ara vete =tufa Yew fib 'It's round and

it's blown up and it floats.'
. use a re geneial term e.g., gistz; 'ban' . .

ge nreo
4 '7
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